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Introduction
Together for
the River Enns
The LIFE+ project “River Landscape Enns” aims to recreate
natural alluvial forest and river landscape features and to develop new habitat types in the Enns valley. It has reconnected
two old meanders and widened the River Enns, whilst also securing and regenerating the natural alluvial forests. This is to the
benefit not only of Mother Nature but also of people living in the
Enns valley.
“River Landscape Enns” constitutes an impressive example of
just how possible it is to reconcile differing objectives. The project improves local people’s safety and creates more space for
nature and recreation.
The river is undergoing ecological improvement in accordance
with the EU Water Framework Directive whilst, at the same time,
flood protection for local people is strengthened. Cooperation
between the local project partners, the organisations responsible for the project and the participating municipalities enables
the creation of attractive natural and recreational areas. Additionally, the implemented measures provide an important contribution to the conservation of habitats and species protected
under European law.
We offer our heartfelt thanks to everyone who has contributed
to the success of the project and wish you all necessary strength
for the tasks ahead.

ANDRÄ RUPPRECHTER
Federal Minister of Agriculture,
Forestry, Environment and
Water Management

JOHANN SEITINGER
Regional Minister for
Housing, Agriculture, Water
and Waste Management

JÖRG LEICHTFRIED
Regional Minister for
Traffic, Environment, Sport,
Renewable Energy

Pic Andrä Rupprechter © BMLFUW – Alexander Haiden, Pic Johann Seitinger © Lebensressort Steiermark, Pic Jörg Leichtfried © Johannes Zinner

Description of the area
With a total area of 4187 hectares, the NATURA 2000 European
Protection Areas of “Enns valley between Liezen and Niederstuttern”,
“Gersdorfer Altarm” [old meander at Gersdorf] and “Pürgschachen-Moos
and zones close to the River Enns between Selzthal and the entrance to
the Gesäuse mountains” in the district of Liezen together constitute the
area encompassed by the LIFE+ project “River Landscape Enns”.
The residual meanders of the
River Enns and litter meadows
that have developed in the old
river beds constitute some of
the most valuable habitats for
endangered and rare animal
and plant species along the
Enns valley. These include alluvial forests, riparian ponds,
endangered species like the
otter, Common Kingfisher
and Common Sandpiper,
which depend on typical river
structures, as well as fish
species such as the bullhead,
Ukrainian brook lamprey and
grayling.
The designation of large
sections of the Enns valley as
NATURA 2000 European Protection Areas signifies new

opportunities for domestic
nature conservation. Measures for maintaining or recreating natural habitats for animals and plants can be
subsidised by EU “LIFE Nature
Programme“. In so-called
“LIFE Nature projects“, subsidies can be claimed from this
programme, which supports
significant nature conservation
projects throughout Europe.
The general objective is the
restoration, improvement and
longterm preservation of essentially natural alluvial forest
and river basin landscape,
taking into account protective
water management requirements for passive flood
protection.

Natura 2000 –
European protection
areas in the project area
The Natura 2000 European
protection area network has set
itself the goal of conserving
Europe’s wealth of wild animals
and plants and their habitats.
The legal foundations are the
Habitats- and Birds Directives.
,, EPA No. 41 “Enns valley
between Liezen and
Niederstuttern“
ID code: AT2229002
Area: 2560 hectares from
Selzthal to beyond Pruggern
,, EPA No. 8 “Gersdorfer Altarm”
ID code: AT2238000
Area: 8 hectares

LIFE
LIFE is a European Union subsidy programme to
support nature conservation projects in Natura
2000 areas. LIFE subsidises projects aimed at
maintaining endangered species and improving
natural habitat within EU member states,
thereby making an enduring contribution
to the conservation of wild animal
and plant species in Europe.

,, EPA No. 6 “PürgschachenMoos and zones close to the
River Enns between Selzthal
and the entrance to the
Gesäuse mountains”
ID code: AT2205000
Area: 1619 hectares from
Selzthal to the entrance
to the Gesäuse
mountains
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The history of the River Enns
The shape of the Enns valley as we see it today arose
as a result of the erosive power of the last Enns glacier.
A flat river basin emerged, and the Enns became a
meandering river with numerous loops.

Originally the River Enns flowed from one side of the valley to the other. In the course
of regulation measures in the
19th and 20th centuries, the
great regulation of the River
Enns was completed and
most of the meanders were
cut off.
The straightening of the River
Enns and draining of the valley
floor mainly served the purpose of gaining land to enable
agricultural utilisation of these
areas. Heavily laden with sediments, the northerly tributaries to the River Enns were
regulated by huge reconst-

Loss of alluvial
forests and decoupling
from the River Enns
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ruction measures and the sedimentary material was held
back to protect the villages
from catastrophic flooding.

Enns regulation from
Pruggern to the entrance
to the Gesäuse mountains

The resulting numerous water-filled old meanders were
abandoned to silting up. The
shortening of the course of the
River Enns and retention of sediments from tributaries led to
severe deepening of the river
bed and sinking of the water
level by up to three metres.
This caused a decoupling of
the river from the hinterland
and through the resulting soil
dehydration the loss of many
valuable habitats.

Cutting off and
silting up of old
meanders

Straightening of the
River Enns, loss of
water-retaining areas

,, Period: 1860 till 1879 and
subsequently 1909 till 1929
,, Cuttings: 40
,, Shortening of river course:
19km = 18 % - from a course
length of 106 km to 87 km
,, Reduction of area reserved
for the river: 55 % – from
previous ca. 600 hectares to
subsequent ca. 270 hectares
(Klapf, 1989)
,, Draining of wetlands:
1500 hectares
,, Construction of
hydro-electric plant:
Salza 1949, Hieflau 1953,
Gstatterboden 1953,
Sölk 1978, Mandling 1985

Riverbank
reinforcement, loss
of dynamic processes

Loss of riparian
ponds, forcing back
humid habitats

Decoupling from
tributaries, loss of access
for aquatic species

The history of the River Enns
Historic development in pictures

Since ancient times, mankind has sought to shape its
environment to its advantage. In this context the
River Enns also has a long history of human influence.

Comparison of
the river course
at Liezen –
Josephinian
mapping in 1787
and current
situation
historical
river course
current river
course

Pruggern,
cutting off of a
river loop

Bioengineering
measures for bank
stabilization

River section at
the bridge in Aich,
bank stabilization
measures

Breakthrough
at Tunzendorf,
dredgers
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The project
The LIFE+ “River Landscape Enns” project area
extends over two groups of implementation measures
along the River Enns from Öblarn to Admont.

The following 8
measures were
implemented in
the project:

areas in which new alluvial forests can develop and to create riparian ponds. Along extended sections the bank
reinforcements were removed
in order to once again offer
the River Enns the chance to
develop dynamically.

,, Reconnection of two old
meanders to the River
Enns

Project data
,, Project area:
Styria, district of Liezen
,, Project budget: 2,863,102 €
,, EU share: 50 %
,, Project duration:
January 2011 – December 2015

The project executive consisted of Department 14 for Water Management, Resources
and Sustainability (Protective
Water Management) of the
State Government of Styria.

,, Four widenings of
the river bed
,, Revitalisation of the
mouth sections of two
tributary streams to make
them accessible to
aquatic species once
again

The national share of funding is
carried with 70 % by the Austrian
Federal Ministry of Agriculture,
Forestry, Environment and Water
Management along with 30 % from
interested parties (environmental
ombudswoman, Verbund Hydro
Power).

The project partners were Department 13 for Environment
and Spatial Planning (Nature
Conservation), Liezen public
works department and the
Torrent and Avalanche Control management for the area
of northern Styria.

In addition, these measures
made it possible to secure
local stands of existing,
valuable alluvial forests, create

Liezen

Enns p

Use this QR-code to
find your way to the
implemented measures.

The film about
the project.
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1

Öblarn

The project

Implementation groups

Securing and
development of alluvial
forests regularly irrigated
by the River Enns

Reconnection
of old meanders

Widening of the
River Enns, creation
of areas for water
retention

Removal of bank
reinforcements,
development of
dynamic processes

Preparation of
riparian ponds,
creation of
humid habitats

Reconnection of
tributaries, restoration
of access for
aquatic species
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Implementation group Admont
1

Grabnerhof (Muni Admont)

2

Admont Ost (Muni Admont)

3

Eßlingbach (Muni Admont)

4

Dampfsäge (Muni Admont)

5

Ardningbach (Muni Ardning)

Implementation group Öblarn
6

Alte Salza (Muni MitterbergSankt Martin / Muni Öblarn)

7

Salza Mündung
(Muni Mitterberg-Sankt Martin)

8

Gersdorfer Altarm
(Muni Mitterberg-Sankt Martin /
Muni Öblarn)

Objectives achieved
,, 850 m revitalisation of
tributaries and facilitation of
access for aquatic species
,, 2.5 km of widening of the River
Enns, initiation of structures
typical of rivers
,, 13,000 m2 of new
riparian ponds created
,, 13.5 hectares of alluvial
forest secured
,, 7.0 hectares of new alluvial
forest areas developed
,, 3.80 hectare enlargement of
the Natura 2000 European
protection areas
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Natura2000 species and habitats
Fish

During their development, fish
have a variety of habitat requirements. Depending on the
species, stage of maturity, prevailing environmental conditions, fish region and season,
there are a variety of migration
phenomena (for spawning,
foraging or compensatory
migration) in the primary and
secondary water bodies. If fishes’ movements are obstructed by constructions or other

barriers, their numbers reduce
and as a result some fish species come under existential
threat. Along the rebuilt and
monotonous course of the River Enns there are limited flow
dynamics with few habitats
suitable for fish.
Brown trout and grayling need
shallow gravely areas in which
to spawn, whilst the larvae of
the Ukrainian brook lamprey

Bullhead /
© Suppan, Amt Stmk. LReg., A14

thrive in muddy sand. Fish
species in the River Enns prefer stretches of highly oxygenated, well-structured water
bodies with rapid flow rates,
whilst also requiring areas of
calm water for their juveniles
and for protection from flood.
Thus the objective is a body of
water that is rich in variety in
order to once again offer diverse habitat types to formerly
common species like stone

Ukrainian brook lamprey /
© Mairhuber, Amt Stmk. LReg., A16

loach, brown trout, common
minnow, bullhead, grayling
and brook lamprey.
The eight implemented measures have already given rise to
strong, dynamic development
processes and offer a good
foundation for new fish habitats. The otter also benefits
from the new structures on the
banks and the development of
the fish population.

Bullhead
(Cottus gobio)
The bullhead or miller’s
thumb lives preferentially
in stretches of highly
oxygenated, well-structured
and rapid flow. It is a typical
accompanying species in
trout and grayling areas.
The bullhead forages
primarily at dawn, seeking
small crustaceans and
insect larvae on stony
river beds.

Ukrainian
brook lamprey
(Eudontomyzon mariae)
Brook lampreys spend
several years of their lives
as worm-like larvae in muddy
sand in clean rivers whilst,
to spawn they prefer shallow
channels in gravel or sand
exposed to bright sunlight.

Estuary of the “Ardningbach”
into the River Enns
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Natura2000 species and habitats
Amphibians
The survival of many amphibians such as the Italian crested newt and yellow-bellied
toad is highly endangered in
Austria. The disappearance
of these amphibian species is
attributable to the destruction of land and aquatic habitats as well as water pollution. Characteristic amphibian
habitats include not only
ponds but also terrestrial
areas such as grasslands,

wetlands, deciduous as well
as mixed woodlands. The
objective is not only to raise
the number of habitat areas
but also to connect them, so
that amphibians can move
between them.
Some riparian ponds remain
full of water all year round but
can dry out during seasons of
low rainfall. Regular flooding
by rivers and streams ensures

important provision of nutrients and a biodiversity-rich
river basin landscape development.
The newly created amphibian
ponds in those areas subject
to measures offer the Italian
crested newt once again large areas of stagnant water
with gentle banks and fishfree sedimentation areas. For
the yellow-bellied toad, small,

shallow areas of water exposed to sunshine in order to
warm up quickly were created. In areas of water rich in
dissolved minerals floating
and aquatic plants like bladderworts or water soldiers
are also commonly encountered.

Amphibian pond in the old meander Admont Ost

Italian crested newt
(Triturus carnifex)
The Italian crested
newt prefers large, fish-freestanding water bodies with
depths of more than a metre,
whilst also offering gentle
banks and sedimentation
areas. For spawning it
needs dense vegetation
with aquatic plants onto
which it deposits its eggs.
On land it can be found in
grasslands, wetlands and
deciduous and mixed
forests.

Yellow-bellied toad
(Bombina variegata)
The yellow-bellied toad prefers
primarily small, shallow areas
of water exposed to sunshine
in which the water warms up
quickly. On land, the animal
seeks out hiding places under
stones, dead wood and
cavities in rocks. When
threatened, it raises its legs
whilst resting on its belly and,
through its yellow and black
colouration, signals “watch
out, I’m poisonous!”
Yellow-bellied toad /
© Konradi, freiland

Italian crested newt /
© Komposch, Ökoteam
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Natura2000 species and habitats
Birds

In order to protect the many
bird species that use water bodies and adjoining land as their
habitat, it is important that the
land and water be reconnected
so that there can be active
exchange between them. Here
too, diversity within the riparian
landscape is very important.
Stone-, gravel- and sandbanks next to steep, eroded
banks are very important for
species diversity. For many
animals these small islands

and steep banks offer habitats,
nesting sites and sources of
food. Old, current-free meanders serve as ideal breeding
sites for water birds while wetland bird species once again
can benefit from regularly flooded alluvial forest areas.
Even though some areas are
still undergoing development,
initial studies of the number
of targeted species are already indicating a significant increase.

Common kingfisher (Alcedo atthis)
The common kingfisher frequents clear, moderately fastflowing or stagnant bodies of water with stocks of small fish
on which to prey, perching on dead wood or overhanging
branches. Nowadays rarely encountered, its preferred nesting
sites are steep erosion banks composed of finely granulated
material in which to build its nesting cavities.

Common sandpiper (Actitis hypoleucos)
The common sandpiper utilises banks with gravel and stone areas
free of vegetation for both, foraging and breeding. This inconspicuous bird concentrates on gravel and stone because it does not
build a nest as such, instead laying its eggs directly on the gravel.
Such gravel banks also offer the bird an advantage when raising
the brood, because no nest predators can sneak up unseen.

Dynamic river section in newly
created side arm of the Enns
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Common Kingfisher /
© Brunner, Ökoteam

Common sandpiper /
© CRagger, REVITAL

Natura2000 species and habitats
Alluvial forest and standing water
Alluvial forests are home to a
diverse world of plant and animal species and depend on
varying water levels, frequent
flooding, erosion and deposition of river bed sediment.
These processes, which take
place at dynamic, unreconstructed banks, have been substantially limited by the regulation of the River Enns.
As a result of LIFE+ project
measures, areas subjected to
the (flood) dynamics of the Ri-

ver Enns were once again created. Here it is possible for the
typical zonal development of
unspoiled river banks to
emerge, including stone and
gravel banks free of vegetation, areas with pioneer plants
and softwood forest with willow, alder and ash.
Monitoring results following the
completion of the measures
already indicate an initial development towards ecologically valuable habitat types.

Lebensraumtypen
“Alluvial forest with alder and ash” habitat type
This type includes a series of habitats bound to the natural
dynamics of rivers and varying groundwater levels on broad
river basins. Predominant in the project area are grey alder,
ash and, on particularly frequently flooded banks, white willow.
“Natural lakes rich in nutrients with areas of duckweed
or submerged pondweed colonies” habitat type
This kind of habitat is typified by standing or very slowly
flowing water in old meanders. A variety of submerged
aquatic plants offer habitats for fish and amphibians and
opportunities to deposit eggs. Within the area subjected to
measures, such bodies of standing water were either
secured in their present condition or constructed anew.

Nutrient-rich floodplain water body,
old meander Admont Ost

Alluvial forest
near Gersdorf

Development of a softwood
forest at the Salzamündung
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The measures
Grabnerhof

The measures at Grabnerhof include widening of the river bed
on the left bank of the River Enns along a stretch of 300 m and
the initiation of alluvial forest growth in an area along the Rabenbachgraben watercourse. Bank reinforcements along the River
Enns were removed and a highly-structured secondary channel
was dug in order to widen the River Enns. The sequence of
moderate-flow shallow water areas and deep pools, along with
both steep and shallow bank sections, offers varied habitats for
endangered bird and fish species of the River Enns.

,, Construction period:
December 2012 till January 2013
,, Construction management:
Liezen public works department
,, Alluvial forest development: 0.8 hectares
,, Secondary channel/widening: 300 m

River widening
Grabnerhof

Development of an
alluvial forest at
Rabenbachgraben
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The measures
Admont Ost

In this area to the East of Admont, an old meander, in which the
water courses had silted up over time, was once again connected to the River Enns. At the entry of the excavated section of
the old meander at times of average water depth of the River
Enns, the build-up of water offers fish a retreat into a calm zone
and a habitat for juvenile fish.
The riparian ponds in the downstream section of the old meander have been conserved, offering a valuable habitat for plants
and amphibians. Only in the event of elevated flow levels in the
River Enns is this area subjected to flooding, thereby improving
the water supply to the riparian ponds.

,, Construction period: February till May 2013
,, Construction management:
Liezen public works department
,,
,,
,,
,,

Alluvial forest development: 0.2 hectares
Alluvial forest secured: 2.9 hectares
Reconnection of old meander: 410 m
Amphibian ponds secured: 6100 m2

Reconnection of the
old meander with
the River Enns

Section of low
flow in the meander
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The measures
Dampfsäge

To the West of Admont the River Enns received widening in the
form of a secondary channel along the left bank. The existing
bank vegetation was retained as an island, whilst foreshore
areas saw existing alluvial forest areas secured, and the creation
of flat frequently flooded banks encourages the development of
a softwood alluvial forest. Removal of the bank reinforcements
enables the development of dynamic processes while structuring by using deadwood not only raises species diversity among
small water creatures but also provides habitats and concealment for fish. The creation of ponds in the strip of forest offers
spawning areas for numerous amphibians.

,, Construction period:
November till December 2012
,, Construction management:
Liezen public works department
,,
,,
,,
,,

Alluvial forest development: 0.35 hectares
Alluvial forest secured: 0.45 hectares
Secondary channel/widening: 300 m
Amphibian ponds laid: 135 m2

River widening
Dampfsäge

Amphibian pond in
the Dampfsäge
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The measures
Salzamündung

Upstream of the mouth of the River Salza a secondary channel
was created to allow new types of habitats to develop. At the
widening along the left bank a dynamic flow system was initiated, subject to continuous processes of change. With their deep
and open water zones as well as areas with substantial currents
or calmness, the new structures offer numerous and diverse
habitat types for animals and plants, encouraging the development of essentially natural river course conditions on the Enns.
In future, floods can spread over a greater cross-section, whilst
creating new structures in the river bed and allowing the existing
alluvial forest to flood more frequently again.

,, Construction period:
November till December 2011
,, Construction management:
Liezen public works department
,, Alluvial forest secured: 4.45 hectares
,, Secondary channel/widening: 250 m
,, Amphibian ponds laid: 750 m2

Development of
dynamic flow
flow system

Dead wood and
shallow water
habitats
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The measures
Gersdorfer Altarm

This cut-off meander had been abandoned to silting up over
many years. As a result of the reconnection to the River Enns,
the 1100m-long Gersdorfer Altarm has become a flowing water
body once more.
In order to protect the adjoining agriculturally utilised land from
flooding, both upper and lower connections have been accomplished via water regulating structures integrated into the flood
protection dam of the River Enns. These serve to regulate the
flow rate through the old meander and limit the amount of water
flow in the event of raised water in the River Enns.
The old meander was restructured through a variation of river
bed width and depth, bank slope, planting of native trees as well
as the use of wooden constructions. By virtue of the slow current and the multitude of fish shelters, the Gersdorfer Altarm
serves as an important habitat especially for juvenile fish.

,, Construction period: February till June 2014
,, Construction management:
Liezen public works department
,,
,,
,,
,,

Alluvial forest development: 2.7 hectares
Alluvial forest secured: 3.4 hectares
Reconnected old meander: 1100 m
Amphibian ponds laid: 4000 m2

Reconnected
old meander

Reconneting with
the River Enns by a
technical regulation
stucture
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The measures
Eßlingbach

The last section of the Esslingbach before entering the River
Enns was previously secured with boulders, presenting a bottom barrier impassable for fish. As part of the measures here,
the mouth of the stream was made accessible to fish by means
of an ascending corridor and the stream was widened along a
400 m section. The creations of gravel islands, provision of calm
water zones and removal of bank reinforcements have thus enabled the development of a highly dynamic section that supports process exchanges with the River Enns.

,, Construction period: January till March 2013
,, Construction management:
Torrent and Avalanche Control management
for the area of northern Styria
,, Alluvial forest secured: 1.9 hectares
,, Revitalisation of tributary: 400 m
,, Enlargement of the Natura 2000 area:
2.4 hectares

Mouth of the
Eßlingbach into the
River Enns, passable
for aquatic species

Structured and
widened section of
the Eßlingbach
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The measures
Ardningbach

The Ardningbach is a typical torrent and enters the River Enns
South of the municipality of Ardning. A dominant feature of the
lower course was a retention basin for sediments and the stream enters the River Enns across a weir construction.
In order for fish to access the stream again, the weir construction was demolished and the mouth of the stream was reconstructed with a gentle gradient over stones. The former basin area
was restructured with willows and a gravel bank and the bank
reinforcement was partially removed. As a result, fish can once
again ascend the Ardningbach stream to spawn, find new,
valuable habitats and shelter in the event of high flow rates on
the River Enns.

,, Construction period: April till May 2012
,, Construction management:
Torrent and Avalanche Control management
for the area of northern Styria
,, Alluvial forest development: 0.2 hectares
,, Revitalisation of tributary: 200 m

Reconnection of
the Ardningbach with
the River Enns

Typical gravel structures
in the Ardningbach
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The measures
Alte Salza

In the area of the old mouth of the River Salza, the River Enns
was widened on both banks along an approximately 200 m
stretch and essentially restructured in a natural way. In the area
subjected to measures, the removal of the stone reinforcements
and the lowering of the banks has increased the exposure of
both the old and new alluvial forest areas to the flooding dynamics of the River Enns, allowing once more the development of
features typical of a river and alluvial forest landscape.
During flooding a backwater area connected to the River Enns
offers habitat and shelter for juvenile fish and fish species that
avoid strong currents. Numerous ponds structured with dead
wood were created for amphibians.

,, Construction period:
November 2014 till April 2015
,, Construction management:
Liezen public works department
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

Alluvial forest development: 2.65 hectares
Alluvial forest secured: 0.55 hectares
Secondary channel/widening: 210 m
Amphibian ponds laid: 2000 m2
Revitalisation of tributary: 200 m
Enlargement of the Natura 2000 area:
1.4 hectares

Section of low-flow,
backwater refugial
habitat

Lowered river banks,
development of alluvial
forests
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Popular opinion
Christian Nerat
Kleine Zeitung

Gerhard
Schmiedhofer
District manager,
League for Nature
Conservation,
Enns valley &
Auseerland

Gudrun &
Kurt Mayer
Hotel-restaurant
Mayer

Elisabeth
Taxacher

Wilfried Baier
& Lois Wanke
Schladming
canoe club
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“The River Enns gives its name and serves as a lifeline to the
entire valley. Under the auspices of the Life+ project, much was
done to maintain and revitalise this lifeline. This involved superb
work, but there’s still a lot to do.”

“As manager of the League for Nature Conservation in the Enns
valley, I support the “LIFE+ River Landscape Enns” project
because, once again, natural habitat zones for flora and fauna
have been created through river bed widening, reconnection of
old meanders and the development of alluvial forests and ponds.
These renaturation measures enrich and enhance the quality of
life in our Enns valley.”

“... humankind has the power to shape nature and did this in an
egotistical way for decades. We need to remember that, alongside
culture, nature and its diversity of species are most important
contributors to the beauty of our countryside. Alongside its effect
to minimise flooding, this project helps to maintain that beauty
and we think that’s good and right.”

“Ever since the Enns has become so wonderfully accessible
I’ve been spending a good share of my free time by the water.
What I also like is that there’s now an exciting playground for the
kids, whilst dog owners too have a dream opportunity for walks
along the renaturation sections of the Enns.”

“The effects of the measures implemented are tremendous!
Those responsible have done something really smart. It isn’t just
that canoeing on the River Enns has become much more exciting,
with great waves and new route options – the new recreational
areas are great too. Everyone’s making really good use of them
and, amazingly enough, leaving them tidy too.”

Many helped
It was only through the help and enormous commitment
of all those involved that the “River Landscape Enns”
LIFE+ project could ultimately be so successful.
Our heartfelt thanks to one and all!

Steering committee
Amt Stmk. LReg., Abtl. 14: Norbert Baumann, Rudolf Hornich, Erich Prem, Brigitte Skorianz,Ursula Suppan, Amt Stmk. LReg.,
Abtl. 13: Reinhold Turk, Amt Stmk. LReg., Abtl. 16: Christian Mairhuber, Manfred Marko, WLV Stmk Nord: Engelbert Schmied,
Elisabeth Stocker, BMLFUW Viktoria Hasler, Naturschutzbund Stmk : Gerhard Schmiedhofer, Anton Streicher, freiland: Christine
Konradi, Jörg Raderbauer
Construction supervision, construction
Amt Stmk. LReg., Abtl. 16: Manfred Baumgartner, Felix Daum, Stefan Wolf, WLV Stmk Nord: Rudolf Ganser, Rudolf Hofer, Andreas
Kindler, Harald Kundela, Franz Steinberger, Franz Thaller, Reinhold Unterberger, Manfred Wimmer, Peter Zettl, Andreas Zinnebner,
Manfred Zinnebner
Building enterprises
Fa. Cemex, Hitthaller + Trixl BaugesmbH, Fa. Gebrüder Haider Baugesellschaft m.b.H., Schaffer Bau GmbH, Bernegger GmbH,
Fa. STRABAG AG, Bereich CC, Fa. Zörweg Ges.m.b.H.
Planning and scientific support (Monitoring)
Ökoteam - Institut für Tierökologie und Naturraumplanung – Monitoring Amphibien: Jördis Kahapka, Brigitte Komposch, Philipp
Zimmermann, Peter Mehlmauer, Thomas Frieß, Ingenieurbüro für angewandte Gewässerökologie – Monitoring Fischökologie:
Günter Parthl, Gerhard Woschitz , alka-kranz Ingenieurbüro für Wildökologie und Naturschutz e.U. – Monitoring Fischotter: Andreas
Kranz, Lukas Polednik, Technisches Büro für Biologie & Technisches Büro für Forstwirtschaft – Monitoring Vögel: Michael Wirtitsch,
grünes handwerk – büro für angewandte ökologie – Monitoring Waldökologie: Heli Kammerer, Barbara Emmerer, Fa. EUKO –
Planung und Bauaufsicht Kanalumlegung, Fa. Perzplan – Planung Eßling
Public relations work
Büro für Kommunikation – Öffentlichkeitsarbeit: Thomas Mussger, Die fliegenden Fische Werbeagentur – Öffentlichkeitsarbeit
Grafik: Rudolf Huber, Nadine Stremnitzer, Isabella Brunner, Baumann-Cox – Übersetzung: Peter Cox, VE-Design.net – Öffentlichkeitsarbeit Internet: Manuel Vlach, Ennstal-TV – Öffentlichkeitsarbeit Film: Gerhard Scott, Margit Fischbacher, Hans-Johann Danklmayer, Amt Stmk. LReg., Abtl. 14 – Öffentlichkeitsarbeit: Sonja Lackner, BMLFUW – Öffentlichkeitsarbeit: Susanne Brandstätter
Participating schools
VS Hall, Kindergarten Hall, Stiftsgymnasium Admont, NMS Stein/Enns
Municipalities
Marktgemeinde Admont, Gemeinde Ardning, Gemeinde Mitterberg – Sankt Martin, Marktgemeinde Öblarn
Other adviser and participants
Nationalpark Gesäuse: Daniel Kreiner, Petra Sterl, Stift Admont: Franz Riegler, Wirtshaus & Dorfhotel Mayer: Kurt Mayer, ClubSportunion: Dietmar Salmhofer, FF Niederöblarn
Co-Finance
Abt. I/8 Nationalparks, Natur- und Artenschutz des Ministeriums für ein lebenswertes Österreich, Verbund (VHP), Ute Pöllinger
(Landesumweltanwältin der Steiermark)
Projectcontrolling on behalf of the EU
EU LIFE Nature: Arnoud Heeres, Brunhilde Rack, NEEMO EEIG – Particip GmbH: Cornelia Schmitz
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Contact

,, Office of the State Government of Styria – Department
14, Water Management, Resources and Sustainability;
Protective Water Management
Dr. Norbert Baumann, Wartingergasse 43, 8010 Graz
Tel. +43 316 877-2494
norbert.baumann@stmk.gv.at
,, Office of the State Government of Styria –
Department 13, Environment and Spatial Planning;
Nature Conservation
Dr. Reinhold Turk, Stempfergasse 7, 8010 Graz
Tel. +43 316 877-3707
reinhold.turk@stmk.gv.at
,, Torrent and Avalanche Control Management
for the area of northern Styria
Elisabeth Stocker, Schönaustraße 50, 8940 Liezen
Tel. +43 3612 26360-19
elisabeth.stocker@die-wildbach.at
,, Liezen public works department
Manfred Marko, Hauptstraße 43, 8940 Liezen
Tel. +43 3612 22111-27
manfred.marko@stmk.gv.at
,, freiland Environmental Consulting Civil Engineers Ltd.
Christine Konradi, Münzgrabenstraße 4, 8010 Graz
Tel. +43 316 382880-18
konradi@freiland.at
Further Information: www.life-enns.at
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